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sKate-sUrF PsyChedelIa meets the 
schizophrenia of cultural signage in 
mcginness’s works. trained in graphic 
design, the artist forged his brand in new 
york in the late 1990s, when galleries like 
Jeffrey deitch and alife brought attention 
to his generation of post-Pop artists melding 
street- and high-art aesthetics. today 
mcginness’s compositions, populated with 
“icons” resembling perverse takes on symbols 
in the public domain, continue to bear 
allegiance to that era of decadence, globalization, and infatuation 
with digital-image proliferation. a recent body of work  
explicitly addressing gender iconography, however, raises 
questions about his critical currency of re-presentation. 

“Finding Infinity,” McGinness’s debut at this gallery, includes 
three series that reference explorations of outer space and inner 
life. the “Black hole” paintings, circular canvases covered  
in roulette curves, look as though they could have been drawn  
with a spirograph. Compared to his large paintings and monoprint 
lithographs—environmentally themed works incorporating 
images of leaves, branches, and acid rain, bordered with squatting 
figures with spritzer-bottle heads—they appear declawed. Vertical 
paintings with titles like Finding Meaning and Finding Infinity 
(all 2013) seem to poke fun at the western appropriation of eastern 

cultural tradition, and trade the artist’s 
square allover format for more daring formal 
decisions. Finding Your Center, its left  
side dominated by thick, multicolor chains 
and pyramid stacks of briefcases, recalls  
’60s political-protest posters. 

But mcginness’s eagerness to revisit 
the history of abstraction takes a misstep 
in his 2012 series “women sun-stained 
symbols.” these cyanotypes catalogue 
various gestures wrested from porn and 

live models, run through a dehumanizing series of modernist 
abstractions. accompanied by a Cubistic Woman Trophy Study 
from 2011 (coated in gold automobile paint, in case the connection 
between trophies and women isn’t clear enough), the prints’ careful 
clusters of overlapping female figures dissolve into a series of 
essentialist one-liners punctuated by perfectly round or teardrop-
shaped breasts. It’s no joke, however, to mcginness, who recently 
described his approach to the female nude as “very masculine.”  
he explained, “I capture, analyze, reinterpret, invent, codify, 
destroy, distill, catalogue, and rebuild in my own image.” If  
the post-structural lineage that mcginness has used to validate  
his practice has taught us anything, however, it’s that we should 
question received image categories—especially when they’re 
burdened by chauvinist cultural baggage.  —Wendy Vogel

PHiladelPHia

Ryan McGinness
Bridgette Mayer Gallery //  October 9–November 16

featUrINg recogNIzeD artIsts like gordon 
Matta-clark, charles simonds, robert 
smithson, and Michelle stuart, this show 
conveys an impression of the garden state  
as an industrial wasteland that became  
a fertile creative crescent in the 1960s and 
’70s. conceptual works largely set the 
tone for a predictable expedition into the 
operative myth of these decades: artists as 
pioneers of post-studio practices in search 
of frontiers distant from art centers like 
New York city. New Jersey here is proposed 
as a place to develop ideas and make art 
that would then be exported to New York for 
display. the exhibition offers an enriched 
understanding of these works by presenting 
their intersection with a broader network of 
conceptual art and sociopolitical events.

the entrance gallery gives primacy to 
cartographic works like smithson’s Photo-
markers, 1968, and his humorous Urination 
Map of the Constellation Hydra, 1969. various 
media document Matta-clark’s Splitting, 
1973, and simonds’s scaled conflations of 
body and landscape. stuart’s contributions 
of a book from 1976, made of earth har-
vested from a quarry in sayreville, is a 
welcome female counterpoint in this room  
of otherwise male artists. 

In the second space, familiar physical 
and conceptual displacements with land 

are enmeshed with performance ephemera. 
Documentation of Dennis oppenheim’s 
transplanting cornell’s museum floor plan 
onto a snow-covered lot in Kearny in 1969, 
for instance, is placed at one end of a wall at 
the other end of which is material related to 
allan Kaprow’s happenings. george segal’s 
plaster sculpture Woman in Red Jacket,  
1958, appears alongside documents from  
the artist’s south Brunswick farm, where  
he hosted events and happenings. 

the show supplements the history of 
earthworks not only with contemporaneous 
performances, but also by addressing  
the turbulence of the time. Nancy holt’s 
dreamy, pastoral Stone Ruin Tour I, 1967— 
a photographic slide show of picturesque 
stone ruins in cedar grove taken by the 
artist and her husband, smithson—clashes 
with the history of the 1960s Black Power 
movement displayed in the adjacent alcove. 
(curator Kelly Baum, who strives for gender 
balance in the show, notes in the wall text 
the rampant subjugation of women within 
this civil rights group.) Juxtaposing works 
like smithson’s A Nonsite, Franklin, New 
Jersey, 1968 (for which the show is named), 
with publications and footage from amiri 
Baraka’s spirit house and magazines 
documenting the 1967 Newark riots reframes 
the social unrest that many land art works 

appear either to evade or ignore in their 
remote locations and focus on physical 
interactions with the natural environment.

though the exhibition casts a wide 
sociohistorical net, the overall result is a 
sedimentary display of works raked into 
cloudy narratives connected only by their 
relationship to New Jersey. Many works 
are textual ephemera or documentation of 
actions rather than traditional art objects. 
one could ask whether these narratives are 
more effectively conveyed in a publication. 
fortunately, Baum’s scrupulous research 
has yielded a clarifying catalogue essay 
addressing the formation of art communities 
in New Jersey, and her discussion with 
Princeton faculty from multiple departments 
elucidates the state’s rigorous intellectual 
influence.  —Greg Lindquist
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Gordon  
matta-Clark 
Splitting 32, 
1975. Five 
gelatin silver 
prints, cut  
and collaged, 
40¾ x 30¾ in.

ryan 
mcGinness 
The Dancer 
vs. the Dance, 
2013. acrylic  
on wood  
panel in artist’s 
aluminum 
frame,  
48 x 48 in.

Princeton

“New Jersey as Non-Site” 
Princeton University Art Museum //   October 5–January 5 


